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Abstract—Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) Sequence Layering enables protocol-independent test
scenario development by adding an intermediary layer between the sequence and sequencer flow. The additional
layer allows higher-level coding, enhances code reusability, and scalability. This paper showcases the application of
UVM Sequence Layering on RAL register sequences, leveraging Cadence VIP, and demonstrates two use cases for
PCIe and SPI protocols. The implementation of adapter layer sequence integration required minor RAL model
modifications. With the introduction of the PCIe and SPI adapter layer sequences, finer-granularity was achievable
with existing register sequences, resulting in faster verification turnaround time with minimal additional effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION OF UVM SEQUENCE LAYERING

Sequence layering facilitates the development of test scenarios that are protocol independent. The high level
sequence is protocol-independent and the protocol conversion can be done by the intermediate layer along with
additional processing, before passing it to the lower protocol-level sequencer, which pushes them forward to the
driver.

Figure 1. Concept Diagram for UVM Sequence Layering

We can apply this concept while working with the RAL model, as depicted in Figure 2. The
protocol-adapter-layer sequence replaces the traditional RAL adapter’s reg2bus() function and converts the
register transactions to the protocol specific sequences, handles complicated processing and then starts the
protocol-specific sequence(s) on the protocol-agent’s sequencer.
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Figure 2. Protocol Adapter Layering Sequence with the RAL Model

II. IMPLEMENTATION

1. In order to use a protocol adapter layer sequence with the register layer, the integration of the RAL
model has to be changed slightly.
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Figure 3. Adapter Layer Sequence Integration (Showing only the additional and modified code) [1]

2. Use case for PCIe protocol: The user_reg_layer_seq is a protocol based sequence that the user has to
write. As shown in Figure 4, pcie_reg_adapter_layer_seq is the user_reg_layer_seq written based on
the PCIe protocol in perspective. [2][3]
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3. Use case for SPI protocol: In our design, every register accessed via the SPI interface should be a 80
bits transfer. In other words, every reg.write() or reg.read() needs to be converted to a 80 bits SPI
transfer. In-order to support byte-granularity we need to send multiple transactions but the traditional
RAL adapter's reg2bus() function will be called only once for each reg.write() or reg.read(). Hence,
using the SPI adapter layer sequence, we can achieve byte-granularity with existing register
sequences.[4]
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III. RESULTS

With the implementation of UVM Sequence Layering for RAL, engineers were able to reuse register
sequences with a faster verification turnaround time without modifying the testbench. The development of
sequence_adapter_layer required only 8% extra effort but resulted in a 70% time-saving while bringing up the
testbench and running tests. The overall activity effort to re-write sequences and develop custom verification
components was just around 100-man hours, including the use of Cadence VIP for PCIe and SPI interfaces with
excellent support from the Cadence VIP team. This demonstrated the effectiveness of UVM Sequence Layering
in improving code reusability and scalability.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the paper demonstrates the successful application of Universal Verification Methodology
(UVM) Sequence Layering on RAL register sequences, using Cadence VIP for PCIe and SPI protocols. The
introduction of the sequence adapter layer resulted in faster verification turnaround times with minimal
additional effort. This approach significantly improved code reusability and scalability, making it a valuable
technique for complex verification environments.
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